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	Troubleshooting and Maintaining Your PC All-in-One For Dummies (Computers), 9781119378358 (1119378354), For Dummies, 2017

	Stop being a prisoner to your PC!


	Need a PC problem fixed in a pinch? Presto! Troubleshooting & Maintaining Your PC All-in-One For Dummies offers 5 books in 1 and takes the pain out of wading through those incomprehensible manuals, or waiting for a high-priced geek to show up days or weeks after you need them. Arming you with everything you need to get that pesky PC working for you ASAP, this handy guide walks you through all the steps to restoring whatever's making your PC go rogue —so you can get back to making it work for you.


	There's nothing worse than firing up your PC only to discover it's inexplicably unresponsive. With this guide, you'll gain all the skills and insight you need to need to bring it back to life —and to prevent it from ever leaving you in the lurch again.

	
		Find out what's behind common PC problems
	
		Solve email and web woes, both big and small
	
		Perform regular maintenance and get serious about backups
	
		Troubleshoot to find solutions to your issues and learn proper maintenance to head off future headaches!



	Your PC problems aren't as big as you think! Take matters into your own hands with the helpful instruction provided inside this book!
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Studio Photography: Essential Skills, Third Edition (Photography Essential Skills)Focal Press, 2005
Now beautifully illustrated in full colour with brand new full colour student and author work, Studio Photography has been updated and improved to cover all the latest techniques. With the refreshed images and illustrations you will clearly be able to see how to use a wide range of photographic effects to their full advantage.

In this...

		

Rust EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Discover how to use Rust to write fast, secure, and concurrent systems and applications


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to create secure and blazingly fast programs in Rust
	
		Start working with Rust in a multicore and distributed environment
	
		Explore the core characteristics of Rust...



		

Oracle 9i Fundamentals I Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram 2)Que, 2004
Whether you're studying for the Oracle 9i Fundamentals I exam or just need to take the New Features update exam, Oracle 9i Funamentals I Exam Cram 2 can help you get certified. This efficient guide follows the exam objectives clearly and concisely. New Features materials are also included in the book, as well as a...




	

3D Printing For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Get started printing out 3D objects quickly and inexpensively!


	3D printing is no longer just a figment of your imagination. This remarkable technology is coming to the masses with the growing availability of 3D printers. 3D printers create 3-dimensional layered models and they allow users to create prototypes that use...


		

Go Programming Blueprints - Solving Development Challenges with GolangPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Learn to apply the nuances of the Go language, and get to know the open source community that surrounds it to implement a wide range of start-up quality projects
	
		Write interesting, and clever but simple code, and learn skills and techniques that are directly transferrable to your own...



		

Using Open Source Platforms for Business Intelligence: Avoid Pitfalls and Maximize ROIMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Open Source BI solutions have many advantages over traditional proprietary software, from offering lower initial costs to more flexible support and integration options; but, until now, there has been no comprehensive guide to the complete offerings of the OS BI market. Writing for IT managers and business analysts without bias toward any BI...
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